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On our cover: Four B-25 Mitchells fly near Dayton, Ohio during 75th anniversary
observance of the Doolittle Raid on Japan. From top: B-25H ‘Barbie III’ of History Flight
Inc; B-25J ‘God and Country’ of Mid America Flight Museum; B-25J ‘Betty’s Dream’ of
Texas Flying Legends; and B-25J ‘Panchito’ of Rag Wings and Radials.
© Scott Slocomb.

CHAIRMAN’S NOTES • MAY 2017
This issue brings us an article of introduction by a new MBA member, Robert de Hartog,
son of a 320 Squadron Pilot by the same name. Robert, from Ottawa, is very enthusiastic
and has already made contact, and is swapping emails, with Geoff Rogerson (son of 98
Squadron Pilot Ray Rogerson) in Australia; their fathers both flew with Navigator André
de Limelette, who was posted first to 98 Squadron, then to 320.
Robert also supplied the first photos I’ve seen that were taken in No. 13 OTU (Finmere);
if anyone else has any others I would be very thankful for copies.
For years I have wanted to attend the ‘Grimes Gathering of B-25s’ and the annual Doolittle
Raiders Anniversary; both are in close proximity in Ohio. This year I finally did it, and
what an occasion! I’ve been
corresponding with John Reynders
(Netherlands AF Historical Flight) as
he kept me updated on Sarina’s
activities, and when he told me he was
attending, I jumped at the chance to
join him.
Twelve flying Mitchells on the same
airfield. Can you imagine? Meeting the
crews and hearing how much they
honour the veterans they represent, was
heart-warming. While at Grimes Field,
John Reynders (left) and I at the Doolittle Memorial
I also met others I’ve known only
online: Wim Nijenhuis, B-25 fanatic and author of ‘B-25 Factory Times’ from the
Netherlands; and Dan Desko, founder of the ‘B-25 History Project’ from Kansas City.
If you get a chance, GO!
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ROBERT de HARTOG • PILOT • 320
Robert de Hartog (Jr) • Ottawa

As a new member of the Second Tactical Air Force-Medium Bombers Association, I would
like to take this opportunity to first thank the Association for allowing and approving of
my membership. The purpose of my joining this Association is to share with members the
story of my father's attachment to the 320 Squadron having flown missions during the time
of Operation Market Garden in late September 1944.
My father, Robert Herbert de Hartog, was born in Rotterdam
Holland October 12, 1916. In 1936, he was conscripted into the
Royal Netherlands Army and was training to be a pilot when war
broke out in Holland. On May 10, 1940, the German Wehrmacht
invaded the Low Countries in their efforts to defeat France. As a
result of a short but vicious battlefront, the Dutch surrendered 5
days later as Rotterdam lay in ruins due to Luftwaffe bombing.
The struggle continued as approximately 1200 Dutch military
escaped capture and were ultimately evacuated from the French
coast to Britain in late May, 1940. My father embarked from
Cherbourg on May 30, 1940 and
disembarked in Haverford West in Wales
the next day. From that point, the British
Robert de Hartog April ‘45
allowed Dutch soldiers to become part of
their operations. Soon thereafter, the Dutch government in exile
officially organized and named the Dutch Brigade as the Princess
Irene Brigade of which my father became a member.
As a result of my father's earlier efforts at becoming a pilot, he was
assigned to the RAF for training: No. 2 ITW at Cambridge and No.
7 EFTS Desford. In 1943, he was stationed in western Canada as
part of the Commonwealth Air Training program. He completed his
elementary flight training at No. 31 EFTS De Winton, Alberta and
moved to No. 32 SFTS Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan. He successfully
earned his wings (both RAF and Dutch military wings) and upon his
return to Britain, Dad attended No. 3 Advanced Flying Unit at South
Cerney before moving to No. 13 OUT for crewing up and conversion
to Mitchells. He was then transferred from the RAF to the RNNAS
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BCATP Canada. Robert with
Felix Bloemgarten (rt), KIA
July ’44 with 320 Sqn.
Robert de Hartog photo

(Royal Netherlands Naval Air Service) flying B25 Mitchell medium bombers. Robert flew
10 missions with 320 Squadron in late September 1944; my understanding is that although
attached to the RNNAS the crews were part of 139 Wing RAF. Shortly thereafter, he
transferred to 860 Squadron of the FAA (Fleet Air Arm) and was assigned Swordfish
aircraft operating from converted freighters in the North Sea. He ended the War as a pilot
flying Auster aircraft with the No. 6 (Dutch) Auster Squadron ferrying Allied officials
between Britain and the continent.

Robert de Hartog (extreme right) with class at 13 OTU Finmere. 2nd from left, standing, is Dick Waterman;
Robert de Hartog photo
5th is Felix Bloemgarten (KIA); kneeling on extreme right is John Seleg (KIA).

After the war, my father flew with KLM airlines between Curaçao (Netherlands Antilles)
and Miami in 1946.
My family’s journey included my parent’s return to Holland, Czechoslovakia and then to
South America wherein I was born. In 1949 our family moved to Aruba and then
immigrated to Canada in September 1953.
My research indicated that my father had been a member of this Association in the early
1990's until his untimely death in July 1994 in Ottawa.
I must add a paragraph to this story. This relates to family research conducted by the writer
which discovered that my family has Jewish ethnicity that had caused much pain and
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suffering during the war years. My father's and Mother's efforts to protect their children
from future issues meant that they did not discuss any background issues until I had
researched and found these facts. It should be noted, that while my father was in the service
of the armed services of the Dutch and British forces as described above, his sister, father
and mother had been languishing in concentration camps in Holland and Czechoslovakia.
His mother was murdered in Auschwitz in late October 1944.
Research indicated that my Father's crew mates while serving with 320 Squadron were:
Andre de Limelette, W.C.L. Bouman, and Jean P. Vermeiren. It is my hope that I may
make contact with the families of the above crew mates to share our stories.

W.C.L. Bouman (far left) and Jean-Pierre Vermeiren (far right) when flying with Raoul Schreiden (ctr left)
& Jean de Gobert (ctr right); 320 Sqn. Inset: Andre de Limelette. Photo credit: unknown; Inset: Russ Legross

Respectfully submitted
Robert de Hartog (Jr)
Ottawa, Canada
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DUNSFOLD REVISITED
Patrick Dennis • Kitchener, ON

Sad to read about Fred Bing and Ray Rogerson. Only consolation there, I suppose, is that
I’m sure that neither of these men ever, ever thought that they would see their 90’s.
Thanks for sharing Cy’s training and ops movements. I never cease to be fascinated by all
the little twists and turns in fate that ultimately see some men survive, and others whose
lives are suddenly snuffed out. That’s what happened to Loveridge and his crew.
When I was stationed in Brussels in 1996, my Dad (Marcel • WAG • 180) and my Mom
(Doreen) came for a visit. We all took the ferry to England where Dad had his first chance
to see the white cliffs of Dover in fifty-one years, this time from a boat instead of a B-25;
he was quite moved by the sight. I had pre-arranged with some folks at British Aerospace
(who were then still assembling the Harrier at Dunsfold), to visit the Dunsfold airfield.
We were treated like VIPs and personally escorted by Georgina Grant, Resources Officer
for British Aerospace, and a wonderful chap named Peter Boyden, who was also a local
historian. Indeed he was most enthusiastic to welcome someone who had been on ops at
Dunsfold, and so he spent several hours with us. Touring this Canadian-built airfield, Peter
marvelled at the fact that Dad recalled going for dinner on occasion at Mrs. Babbit’s house,
located on the side of the aerodrome opposite the tower. Then Peter asked Marcel what the
aircrew actually called the house at the time. Dad turned, smiled and said: ‘We called it
Mrs. Rabbits house, because all she ever served was rabbit stew.’ Just as he said this,
Peter’s face lit up with a big smile and it seemed like a whole warren of rabbits went
scampering across the field in front of us.

Left: Georgina Grant, Marcel Dennis, Peter Boyden. Rt: Marcel at Mrs. Babbit’s house. Patrick Dennis photos
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Later we came back to the tower and to the operations building, original structures that still
stood at the time, which are situated north of the main runway (07/25). There, looking south
from a somewhat elevated position, one had a splendid view of the runway. It was here that
our guide related to us the tragic story of Loveridge’s ill-fated return flight to Dunsfold.
Unbeknownst to Peter though, I had heard this story before; but both Peter and I were in
for a special surprise. First, Peter described to us how the crew had made futile efforts to
release the bomb over the channel. Yes Marcel said, ‘I vividly recall those radio
transmissions.’ Peter’s eyes opened somewhat wider for a moment, and then he concluded
the sad tale, much the same way you have described it on p.13 of Dispersals. But then Peter
added one piece of trivia of which I was not aware. “Sitting right where you are standing
now,” he intoned, was the Wing mascot, a beloved dog whose name now escapes me. “Just
as the aircraft blew up,” Peter added, “a piece of debris flew across the airfield, striking the
dog and killing him instantly.” Turning to Marcel, Peter asked if he recalled the dog. Yes,
my father replied, I was standing right beside the dog when the explosion occurred! Of
course Peter was gobsmacked and we were all shocked at this revelation. Marcel’s crew
had landed [Mitchell RAF serial FL191, USAAF 41-12728] only a few minutes ahead of
Loveridge, and the crew had gathered near the tower to watch the deadly approach.
They all survived the war, but on that day it must have seemed an impossible dream.

l-r: Sgt M.A. ‘Marcel’ Dennis (WAG), Sgt Walter Kerans (O), F/L Robert A.P. Bruce (P), Sgt Leo Bange (WAG)
at #31 OTU; Debert, Nova Scotia May 44. They converted to Mitchells at #13 OTU Finmere during Jul & Aug
44 and were posted to 180 Squadron at Dunsfold, Surrey 31 Aug 44.
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RAF PHOTOGAPHER OF THE YEAR
2016 RAF PHOTOGRAPHIC COMPETITION
17th March - 30th September 2017

The Royal Air Force Museum London will be celebrating the superb achievements of
Royal Air Force Photographers following the judging of the Royal Air Force’s annual
Photographic Competition which is now in its 27th year. The Museum will be displaying
the winning entries of the 2016 Competition in a unique
exhibition which opens to the public on 17 March in the
Museum’s Art Gallery.
Subject categories range from ‘The Operational
Experience’, an image that reflects the Royal Air Force
conducting vital work on operations or training in support of
operations, through to the ‘Equipment’ category which gives
photographers the exciting opportunity to display their skill
photographing the Service’s world-class equipment.
Not to be missed, this exhibition is a visual feast for the eyes.
Also on display will be the 'People's Photograph' as voted
for by members of the public during Summer 2016.
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B-17 BRINGING NOSTALGIA PAYLOAD
Troy Shantz • Sarnia Journal • 30 April 2017

American actress and pin-up Betty Grable is the bomber’s nose art. Photo: CAF Arizona Wing

If you hear the deafening roar of a Second World War bomber flying over Sarnia, [Ontario]
this summer, don’t be alarmed.
The B17 is coming in peace, and everyone is invited to Chris Hadfield Airport to get a
close-up look at the piece of living history.
Aviation fans will be able to smell the exhaust and feel the vibration from the muscular
engines of an aircraft fondly nicknamed “Sentimental Journey” — one of only ten B17
bombers in the world still flying — when it visits Sarnia for a week of festivities starting
June 22.
“It’s really a rarity and such a special occasion to have this airplane coming here,” said
Barry Riedy, one of the coordinators of the event.
“There’s been a lot of history around this airplane.”
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The B17 was built in 1944 and flies out of Arizona as part of the Commemorative Air
Force (CAF), a company that offers a look into how the planes were made and the
conditions their crews experienced.
On the evening of June 22, a Sentimental Swing Dance and Dinner Event will be held at
Chris Hadfield Airport, recreating a wartime hangar dance. In keeping with the 1940s
spirit, attendees are asked to dress in period fashion while dancing to classic swing music
of the Toronto-based All Star Big Band.
The Sarnia Royal Canadian 403 Air Wing and Sarnia Legion will be in attendance, and
proceeds will go to Pathways Health Centre for Children.
On June 23, also at the Airport, a less formal barbecue will be held in support of the Sarniabased 44 Squadron Royal Canadian Air Cadets.
Throughout the week residents will have a chance to fly, for a fee, on the bomber, which
was one of 13,000 produced between 1936 and 1945.
With a crew of 10, the four-engine B17s could stay airborne after sustaining damage and
were responsible for dropping more bombs during the war than any aircraft.

The arrival of Sentimental Journey also coincides with a key moment of the Second World
War, Riedy said: On June 24-25 of 1944, the Royal Air Force launched more than 1,000
planes against the Nazis in the war’s largest air campaign.
Many Canadian airmen crewed aboard B17s and Canada employed six of the planes for
transatlantic mail flights.
“When you get up close and you experience an airplane and see it, touch it, feel it and smell
it, it brings it to you in such a real way,” Riedy said.
“It’s very moving.”
For more about the Sentimental Journey or booking a ride, contact Huron Flight Centre at
519-542-6599, or email flying@huronflightcentre.com.
Editor’s note: Thanks to our Sec/Tres Susan MacKenzie for sending in this article.
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B-25s departing Grimes Field for NM USAF David Yougdahl photo

DOOLITTLE RAIDERS 75TH
ANNIVERSARY
David Poissant • Unless otherwise noted, all photos by D. Poissant

On 18 April 1942, eighty men achieved the unimaginable when their sixteen B-25 Mitchell
bombers took off from an aircraft carrier on a top secret mission to bomb Japan. Led by Lt
Col James H. ‘Jimmy’ Doolittle, these were to become be known as the Doolittle Tokyo
Raiders.
As part of a two-day tribute commemorating the 75th Anniversary of the Raid, eleven B25 Mitchells from around the US landed on the runway behind the National Museum of
the US Air Force at Dayton, Ohio on Monday, 17 April. They were on static display that
day and the next before a flyover prior to the memorial service in the museum’s Memorial
Park 18 April at 2:15pm.
The original Raid struck Tokyo at 2:18pm, 18 April 42.

Early morning Mitchells on static display behind NMUSAF; prior to public admittance. NMUSAF photo

Of the eighty Raiders, only one survives today; Lt. Col. Richard ‘Dick’ Cole, who served
as Doolittle’s co-pilot on Crew No. 1. Cole, now 101 years old, was at the Museum to
commemorate the anniversary and privately honoured fellow Raider S/Sgt David Thatcher,
who passed away last year.
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Each year, since the end of WWII, with the
exception of 1951, the Doolittle Raiders
held an annual reunion. The National
Museum of the USAF hosted the Raiders in
1965, 1999, 2006, 2010, and 2012, before
Cole, Thatcher and Lt. Col Ed Saylor had a
final toast to their fallen comrades on 09
Nov 2013. On 18 April 2015, Cole and
Thatcher returned to the museum and were
presented with the Congressional Gold
Medal, which is now on display as part of
the Doolittle Tokyo Raiders exhibit in the
Museum’s WWII Gallery.

Lt. Col. Richard ‘Dick’ Cole.

Moose Peterson photo

During the two days prior to the National Museum of the USAF commemoration, twelve
B-25s flew into Grimes Field in Urbana, Ohio for the ‘Grimes Gathering of B-25s’, as
they’ve done frequently in the past. One of the Mitchells, ‘God and Country’, was unable
to attend the USAF Museum activities due to a late filing of paperwork.

‘Betty’s Dream’ flies with ‘God and Country’ 15 April 2017 over Grimes Field, Urbana, Ohio

Grimes Field is small, but it’s obvious the Mitchell crews love coming here; it’s a gathering
of equals, of common interest in these priceless warbirds and the opportunity, while
showing them, to remind visitors of the debt of remembrance owed to those veterans who
served. A select few Mitchells are made available for close-up inspection by a delighted
public.
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“Grumpy’ of the Historic Flight
Foundation in Mukilteo, Washington
was scheduled to be there, but
incomplete mechanical upgrades forced
her regrets. John Sessions, her owner
was disappointed being unable to bring
Grumpy, but relished telling me what’s
been done to bring her electronics up to
date while respecting her authenticity. I
gave John a 98 Squadron crest which
he’ll sew onto his flight suit.
It’s at Grimes Field that rides are sold
to the public, so there are B-25s in the
The ramp at Grimes Field was at times a busy place!
air almost throughout the day; it’s a
tremendously exciting place for anyone with an interest in Mitchells. I was fortunate to be
attending with John Reynders (Royal Netherlands Air Force Historical Flight), whose
connections allowed special access to the airfield and flight lines, visiting Mitchells,
meeting their crews and standing within ‘spitting distance’ of the aircraft as they made their
way down the taxiway to the take-off point.

B-25J ‘God and Country’ (former ‘Pacific Prowler’) of Mid America fight Museum,
gleaming in the sun, was very popular with visitors
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B-25J ‘Betty’s Dream’ of Texas Flying Legends; a spectacularly authentic restoration by Aero Trader.

B-25H ‘Barbie III’ of History Flight Inc. with her 75mm Cannon and eight .50-cals
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B-25J ‘Miss Mitchell’ of American Air Power Heritage; her intact turret is operable!

B-25D ‘Yankee Warrior’ of Yankee Air Museum with flying and support crew. Another wonderfully
authentic Mitchell; with an intact dorsal turret.
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B-25J ‘Devil Dog’ of Commemorative Air Force (Texas) lifts off Wednesday morning for the USAF Museum.

B-25 ‘Miss Hap’ of American Air Power Museum; the oldest flying Mitchell in existence. She was
one of the first nine B-25s built (serial 40-2168) and was General Hap Arnold’s personal transport in WWII.
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B-25J ‘Georgie’s Gal’ on turn to take-off runway Wednesday morning. David Youngdahl photo

B-25J ‘Panchito’ of Rag Wings & Radials; what a welcome to the Gathering!
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PBJ-1 ‘MB 11/Semper Fi’ of Commemorative Air Force (California) starts her take-off roll.

B25-J ‘Champaign Gal’ of Champaign Aviation Museum parked in front of the
Champaign Aviation Museum at Grimes Field.
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B-25J ‘Show Me’ of Commemorative Air Force (Missouri) sets out for NM USAF.

The close of the four-day Doolittle Raiders commemoration was in the Memorial Park at
the National Museum of the USAF.
The eleven B-25s in attendance performed a fly-past of the official ceremony followed by
a 4-ship Missing Man formation, with 'Betty's Dream' as the missing man, breaking formation
and flying off to the west in accordance with the wishes of Lt. Col. Richard Cole.

Joint Staff photo
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Inside the Memorial Park on the Museum grounds is a fitting memorial dedicated to the
Doolittle Raiders. Its form combines the shape of a B-25 vertical stabilizer with the
silhouette of an aircraft carrier. One side of the stabilizer presents the story of the Doolittle
Raid; the other lists each of the 16 crews in detail, and their fate after the raid: Bail Out;
Crash Landed; Ditched; Landed in Russia.
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